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TABLE OF CONTENTFOREWORD

This document is an October 2019 issue of an industry-focused 
overview of the blockchain technology use cases in fashion retail 
over the last five years. 

The purpose of this document is to identify, analyze and compare 
the vast majority of current collaborations between the blockchain 
providers and fashion companies, regardless of the fashion 
company’s size. 

In this analysis we will discuss what problems does the technology 
solve for the companies, how deeply the technology is rooted within 
the industry, what are the obstacles this technology faces in this 
sector, and who are the main players in the market. 

As the report is continuous in nature, we will be able to track 
“blockchain in fashion” developments, mark new players, and make 
predictions regarding future successes and failures among joint 
initiatives of the fashion brands and blockchain providers. 
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INTRODUCTION

Blockchain technology is an innovation that is being explored in virtually 
all sectors, with various focuses. The promises of systems based on 
distributed ledger infrastructures is to offer immutable records of data, 
shareable by a number of part-takers as a common acceptation of truth. 
They are then to support automation of processes dealing with business 
interfaces including in particular traceability, accounting systems and 
settlement.

What we observe today is that every sector tries to organize itself 
thanks to the definition of standard blockchain-based processes, as 
their purpose is to organize the communication and value transfer 
automation between counterparts that encharge blockchain to enforce 
their business relations. We are already witnessing the inception of a 
number of embryos in fashion: as we are illustrating in the following 
paragraphs, the developments going on are truly exciting.

How the various actors of the sector are ultimately going to organize 
themselves thanks to blockchain tools is obviously still early to project. 
But things are moving, with major players competing to push their own 
solutions, mainly on traceability issues – may it be for sustainability 
reasons or to fight counterfeiting. Let us review together the landscape 
and the endeavors within!
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FASHION INDUSTRY CHALLENGES 

Fashion industry is a significant player on the global scale, total market 
(~2.4 trillion dollars ) is comparable to GDP of France, and the industry 
keeps growing, albeit at a slower rate.

The industry is facing several challenges that could and could not 
be approached by blockchain – environmental consequences, high 
amount of fake goods, internal competition for the customer, new 
technologies implementation, new emerging markets, potential trade 
barriers, and so on. We, however, concentrated on those challenges 
that could be tackled by the technology. 

One of the major challenges fashion industry is expecting in the years 
to come arises from the consumer side - mainly the desire to minimize 
the impact on the environment and to ensure the item was produced 
ethically. 

The industry is already responsible for the following environmental and 
humanitarian consequences:

•CO2 emissions of apparel and footwear account for 10% of the 
global level, while more than half of the fast fashion is thrown away 
globally within a year

•Polyester and nylon, the most popular materials within the industry, 
are not biodegradable and end on the land field within a short period 
of time after its production

•A single wash can release more than 700,000 microfiber particles 
(simply put plastic), that are released into the oceans and end up in the 
seafood we eat

•Cotton alternatives are produced at such speeds and quantities that 
seas are dried up, leaving local fishermen without their livelihoods – 
Aral sea in Uzbekistan 

•Poor, risky working conditions and low wages - Rana Plaza disaster 
with > 1000 people dead shook the world 

To minimize the environmental impact and propose a more attractive 
product for younger customers, fashion (and not only) products have 
to become more sustainable and traceable. Therefore, ethical supply 
chains, aimed to do just that, are becoming a significant purchasing 
decision – “Providing product information will become the baseline, 
and not providing it will be a red flag”. To prove this point, studies 
conducted by inc.com show that consumers are ready to pay more for 
sustainable products. In fact, 73% of millennials are ready to “splurge” 

for a good cause of sustainability according to the study, so fashion 
brands should address this one way or another.

Another significant challenge is represented by the amount of 
counterfeight or fake goods, market for which has reached almost 
100,000 billion dollars and continues to eat into the fashion companies’ 
profits. We will talk about several use-cases that are aimed at promoting 
traceable supply chains that ensure the product authenticity.

Other challenges arise from various sides, from rising markets such 
as India with its rapidly growing middle class, to geopolitical issues, 
such as new barriers or even trade wars. That implies that the company 
should have the ability to maneuver its distribution channels to new 
markets, as well as to come up with contingency plans in order to 
respond to the new trade obstacles should they appear. The latter 
might significantly affect already complex supply chain of the 
fashion brands; however, we did not see blockchain being 
piloted to solve these issues, therefore we will not elaborate 
on them throughout the report.

Less important challenge lies within the industry itself – there 
is a competition for this new, mindful consumer between 
established brands and start-ups, and established brands 
should be able to constantly reinvent themselves in order to 
stay relevant to the new purchasers sustainability-wise, at the 
same time meeting their demands in taste and delivery.

We have also included several non-supply chain related use cases that 
look very compelling and promising, such as customers’ data gathering 
for better demand estimation, promoting circular economy, overall 
waste reduction and development of digital garments.

Small and established producers alike are responding to these shifts 
and challenges through various initiatives - new operating systems, 
improved production practices, automation, and new technologies. 
Blockchain is one the solutions that was successfully piloted by some of 
the fashion brands. We will look at them in the following section.

LOOKING GOOD 

CAN BE EXTREMELY 

BAD FOR THE 

ENVIRONMENT

- The economisT

FASHION INDUSTRY 
CHALLENGES1
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SCOPE

Our analysis includes all relevant use cases of blockchain technology 
in the fashion industry over the last five years, including prospective 
ones, which claim to have an established technology aimed at 
fashion industry, but haven’t yet announced a collaboration. We have 
concentrated solely on fashion industry, namely apparel, footwear, 
and jewelry production. This analysis does not include cross – industry 
cases, such as Faizod or BlockVerify, that concentrate on supply chain 
and traceability aspects overall and have limited fashion use - cases. 
Report will include other use cases once there has been an official 
announcement of a collaboration. 

APPROACH

We found  >25 use cases of the use of blockchain technology in fashion, 
that are broken down by the maturity and market size potential in the 
fashion industry by blockchain providers (see Figure 1). 

The blockchain provider maturity allows to distinguish start-ups from 
established companies. It makes it easy to draw insights about the 
nature of current collaborations. For example, current collaborations 
between Microsoft and LVMH, IBM and big diamond producers, and 
Facebook (with its coin Libra) and Farfetch tell us that established 
blockchain providers prefer to work with famous high-end brands. 

Fashion brand revenue allows to draw insights about relative blockchain 
provider market shares in the fashion industry. It is too early to analyze 
the market of blockchain in fashion by the profit the technology brings, 
as this data does not yet exist. Therefore, we have concentrated on the 
magnitude of the fashion brands as a proxy of how future investment 
potential.

Level of penetration was calculated based on the estimated revenues of 
all the clients the IT company was working with over the last five years. 
As one can observe, Microsoft, IBM, and Facebook, are working 
with the most revenue-intensive enterprises, whereas start-ups are 
concentrated on smaller brands, with revenue levels often less than one 
million dollars. 

The scale is not linear due to the nature of distribution of the brands 
revenues, and has the following magnitude:

1. < than 1 million USD in revenues

2. 1 to 5 million USD in revenues

3. 5 million to 1.5 billion USD in revenues

4. 1.5 billion to 15 billion USD

5. > 15 billion USD

We also identified several areas that blockchain technology helped to 
solve. Majority of cases revolve around supply chain and traceability; 
the few others focus on data monetization, circular economy and 
overall waste reduction within the fashion industry. 

SUPPLY CHAIN USE CASES
Establishing an Ethical Supply Chain

Collaborations in ethical supply chain include (please refer to Appendix 
for more details on each project):

1. IBM and Asahi Refining, Rio Tinto Diamonds, Helzberg 
Diamonds, LeachGarner, Richline Group
Diamond producer’s collaboration with IBM to increase transparency 
across Supply Chain

2. Tracr with BCG and De Beers, Chow Tai Fook, Alrosa, Signet, 
Venus Jewel, Rosyblue, Diacore, Diarough
Diamond producer’s collaboration with Tracr to increase traceability 
across Supply Chain

3. Everledger and Brilliant Earth
To provide greater consumer assurance for responsible practices

4. Everledger and Chow Tai Fook
Diamond producer’s collaboration with Everledger to eliminate blood 
diamonds

5. Everledger and Taylor & Hart
Tracing diamonds from mine to consumer in secured, unmodifiable and 
transparent manner

6. VeChain and Babyghost
Apparel producer’s collaboration with VeChain to “tell the story of the 
garment”

7. Vechain and Arket (H&M)
Apparel producer’s collaboration with Vechain to increase traceability 
across the Supply chain

8. Bonafi (formerly Group Project) and Kobelli
Diamond producer’s collaboration with Bonafi to automatically provide 
customers with authenticity certificates

USE CASES ANALYSIS2
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FIGURE 1: 

BLOCKCHAIN IN FASHION USE CASES DISTRIBUTION

Source: BQ Intel
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9. Provenance and M-Woven
Apparel producer’s collaboration with Provenance 
to add more engaging stories about the product

10. Provenance and Martine Jarlgaard
Apparel producer’s collaboration with Provenance 
to track the garment through a unique location 
mapping

11. Provenance and Fuchsia
Shoes producer’s collaboration with Provenance to 
ensure fair working conditions, supporting the local 
community

12. Iota with Avery Dennison and Alyx Studio
Apparel producer’s collaboration with IOTA to 
create a more ethically transparent supply chain

Fighting Counterfeited Products 
Collaborations in counterfeight products include 
(please refer to Appendix for more details on each 
project):

13 Microsoft, ConsenSys and LVMH (Louis 
Vuitton, Dior Parfums)
Luxury retailer collaboration with Microsoft to 
access the product history and proof of authenticity 
of luxury goods

14. Alibaba for Alibaba Tmall Luxury Pavilion
In-house blockchain development to enhance 
consumer confidence and create trust for cross-
border trade

15. Libra (Facebook) and Farfetch & others 
Collaboration with Farfetch with concentration 
on authenticity of luxury items and cross-border 
payments

16. Vechain and SBTG Surplus & Co
Shoes retailer collaboration with VeChain to verify 
the Authenticity and Proof of Origin of SBTG shoe 
lines

17. Chronicled, Origin and Greats
Shoes retailer collaboration with Chronicled to 

fight shoes counterfeight products

18. 1trueID and Alessandro Gherardi
Chemise producer collaboration with 1TrueId to 
prevent the items from being sold on unofficial 
markets

19. Brandzledger (by Mongrovia Blockchain 
Solutions) – no successful implementations yet

20. Lukso, Arianee – no successful 
implementations yet

NON SUPPLY CHAIN RELATED USE CASES

Data monetization

21. Loomia e-textile system
Loomia, designer and developer of e-textile 
systems, offers tools that allow brands to give extra 
functionality to their products.

22. Loomia with L.L.Bean
Data monetization is represented by the only 
use case – Loomia and L.L.Bean, sports apparel 
producer. Loomia has also recently launched a self 
– heating jacket under its own brand.

Waste Managemement
Collaborations in waste management are aimed at 
controlling excesses fabrics and promoting circular 
economy. Two projects represent this category:

23. Lablaco
A platform promoting circular, closed loop 
production cycles in fashion (no successful 
implementations to date).

24. Queen of Raw
A marketplace for excess fabrics, accessible to 
platform participants.

Digital Garment
This futuristic collaboration is represented by 
Dapper Labs and The Fabricant. Result of this 
collaborations was sold on Ethernal Summit for 
9500$.

Employees wellbeing

25. Consensys with Levi's
Levi’s decided to improve their employees’ 
overall wellbeing through collecting and storing 
questionnaire information on blockchain, ensuring 
its authenticity and anonymity.

OBSERVATIONS

We believe that our analysis set-up will allow to 
track industry dynamics once new projects are 
launched and the companies grow their client base. 
We will be able to see which start-ups emerge to 
become industry leaders, and which never make 
it to the front-runners. We will be able to drive 
insights about the magnitude of the industry, and 
make judgments about the type of relationships 
between the IT companies and Fashion brands, 
answering the following questions:

- Will there be significantly more players, or will the 
brands unite under one IT company? 

- Who is going to dominate the market, well-known 
companies or a start-up we might be looking at 
right now?

- What is the major focus of the blockchain: still 
supply chain, or, perhaps payments optimization?, 
etc.

Figure 2 showcases the following dynamics: 

One could clearly see two groups – industry 
behemoths (both in IT and Fashion) located in the 
top right and less known companies and start-ups 
crowded together in the bottom of the graph. 

It seems that for the time being, established 
blockchain providers team up only with famous 
luxury brands, representing > 80% of the total 
blockchain in the fashion market. IBM is known as a 
leader of the overall blockchain spend, with fashion 
being no exception. Tracr, a start-up that joined 
forces with the top diamond producer De Beers is 
the sole exception. This group mostly concentrated 

on counterfeight / traceability issues.

Start-ups cluster together in the bottom part of the 
graph, focusing more on ethical supply chain and/ 
or the story of the product. 

The top left corner is left empty, showcasing that 
big IT companies are reluctant to work with (or are 
too expensive for) small fashion brands.

Lablaco, Lukso & Arianee, and Brandzledger are 
excluded from any groupings for the moment as 
no announcements and/or sufficient information 
about their pilots were found.

Majority of the projects are executed in the US, 
with China coming second. 

Overall, we expect more use cases to come, taking 
up more facets of the graph.
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FIGURE 2: 

BLOCKCHAIN IN FASHION USE CASES - DISTINCT GROUPS

Source: BQ Intel
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BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS 
FOR FASHION

HOW BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IS HELPING FASHION 
INDUSTRY

Blockchain is still considered an evolving technology. Gartner places 
blockchain past “Peak of inflated Expectations” in its annual hype cycle 
of emerging technologies, implying that the technology overall might 
become mainstream in the foreseeable future. 

World Economic Forum predicts that in 10 years, 10% of global GDP 
will be stored on blockchain. Figure 3 showcases just how quickly 
blockchain start-ups have been growing over the span of 5 years – 93% 
CAGR. 

FIGURE 3: 

VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING FOR BLOCKCHAIN TECH

2015 2016 2017 2018

0,6

0,9

3,2

4,3

+93%

But blockchain is not homogeneous, it is complex and is touching all of 
the segments of the value chains in any given sector. Therefore, various 
industry leaders have different perspective on the use of blockchain, 
affecting the level and speed of penetration by blockchain. For example, 
cryptocurrencies and asset exchanges are approaching the plateau of 

productivity according to Gartner, whereas the Blockchain in retail and 
supply chain still has 5-10 years to go in order to reach that point (see  
Figure 5).

In our opinion, several initial pilots of successful blockchain 
implementation within fashion industry (apparel, shoes, jewelry) to date, 
across several countries, signal initial demand for the technology and, 
therefore, its future potential. It remains to be seen if that will be the case.

Analyzing >25 use cases of collaborations between fashion corporations 
and blockchain developers, we identified the following major blockchain 
applications:

Supply chain related: Establishing an Ethical Supply Chain
Collaborations in this area aim to both “clean” the supply chains of the 
companies and tell the customers the product’s story. 

For example, blockchain is helping diamond producers, infamously 
known for mining blood diamonds and using child labor, to become 
better, more ethical companies. Collaboration between Everledger and 
IBM is one of such examples.

Applications aimed at tracing the products journey serve as a great 
marketing tool. Such solutions usually contain a mobile application for 
the end user, that allows to scan the QR code or other type of ID on 
the product and see the whole production cycle from alpaca that was 
used for wool, to employees who span the fibers, to facilities on which 
the item was sewn and beyond. Provenance collaboration with Martine 
Jarglaard allows phenomenal level of detalization (see Figure 4):

FIGURE 4: 

3

Source: Vogue, “6 ways blockchain is changing luxury” (May 2019)
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FIGURE 5: 

HYPE CYCLE FOR BLOCKCHAIN BUSINESS, 2019

Source: Gartner
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All of the above represents a growing appeal to a 
younger customer, especially that of a developed 
world, who would rather limit his/ her contribution 
to brands involved in various malpractices given the 
opportunity.

Promising future applications surrounding 
blockchain might even involve management 
of suppliers. Blockchain will enable fashion 
brands to have a complete database of how 
each manufacturer performs and what are their 
pitfalls, allowing for more interesting analysis and 
comparisons of contractors. With correct feedback, 
it could help them to become more efficient and 
better serve fashion brands.

Supply Chain related: Fighting Counterfeited 
Products
Collaborations in this area aim to solve the problem 
of counterfeight and fake goods. According to the 
Global Brand Counterfeiting report, online and 
offline counterfeiting of textiles, clothing, footwear, 

handbags, watches 
and cosmetics reached 
$98 billion in 2018. 
Luxury, high end brands 
in particular, greatly 
benefit from a bullet-proof 
authenticity evidence and 
means to protect their 
intellectual property. 
Department stores are 
projected to follow suit 
when the technology is 
more established. 

Authenticity applications usually operate through 
generating digital records, or certificates of 
authenticity, that keep track of the product 
throughout its lifetime. It often involves a creation of 
tokens, used as internal form of payment.

Fighting counterfeight and fake items with blockchain 
is also very promising for the second-hand market 
(currently valued at 25 billion USD), allowing to 
securely trade authentic products and demonstrate 
the whole journey to subsequent users, including the 

item’s previous owner. Some hypothesise it could 
potentially drive the price for some items even 
higher – younger consumers are happy to buy items 
that stood the test of time. But privacy concerns will 
always remain an issue to keep an eye on.

With growing popularity of clothes rentals, 
blockchain could also be extremely useful, as the 
clients would be able to rent from both commercial 
enterprises and private proprietors.

Non-Supply Chain related (data gathering, 
reducing waste, improving employees working 
conditions, and creating digital garments)
One of the most interesting cases in fashion 
blockchain in terms of data gathering is LOOMIA. 
It creates electronic layers, that could be sewn into 
the garment. “The electronic layering is essentially 
a drapable, crease-able, stretchable circuit board,” 
explains Madison Maxey, the founder and chief 
technology officer of smart-textile firm LOOMIA. 
The device collects customers’ data, such as how 
often the item was worn and washed, what was 
the body temperature and heartbeat, and even 
what was the temperature outside. The data 
will be uploaded to the cloud, Storj in this case, 
stored on blockchain, and later used for assessing 
true customer’s demand. Customers will be also 
incentivized through the company’s tokens. 

Waste management collaborations are represented 
by 2 companies – Queen of Raw and Lablaco. 
The first allows to identify excess fabric, collect, 
resell and distribute it to the new owners. The latter 
developed a social circular fashion platform, that 
claims to reward recycling and bridge first-hand 
and second-hand markets, however there is no 
sufficient information to elaborate on particular 
collaboration between Lablaco and a fashion 
brand for the time being. 

Blockchain was also used by a well – known denim 
producer Levi Strauss & Co in cooperation with 
Consensys. The brand launched Worker Wellbeing 
Program, aimed at improving their employees 
working conditions and gender equality through 
collecting real – time anonymous data on health, 

financial security and gender equality, piloted in 
Mexico in 2019. The brand also wants the pilot to 
spread into other companies, so it open sourced all 
the materials for the common good.

Another interesting development that helps reduce 
overconsumption is creating digital garments, 
garments that are never physically produced, 
but exist as a digital design that a person could 
purchase and apply to their photos. It sounds 
futuristic, but there is a big market for such clothes 
among audience active on social media, people that 
require constant novelty in appearance and looks. 
Such clothes allow to stay creative and relevant 
without having to buy items that 
potentially will not be worn 
that often. Collaboration worth 
noting here is the one between 
The Fabricant and Dapper 
Labs. Dress designed by The 
Fabricant and stored on Dapper 
Labs’s blockchain has been sold 
for $9,500 at the New York’s 
Ethereal Summit - an auction. 

This development represents an important shift 
– the change in digital ownership. Until recently 
we did not own digital belongings, e.g., if you 
purchase an in-game item, it would still belong to 
the publisher. But several industries (gaming - such 
as Cryptokitties, arts) have been introducing non-
fungible tokens (NFTs), or collectibles. This means 
that even if the developer goes bankrupt, you would 
still maintain your ownership rights. Another aspect 
is that digital items were not really unique before, but 
NFT enables the items to have sole characteristics 
owned by one person. You could read more about 
the ERC721 - the NFT standard in our Blockchain 
Quarterly Q3. 

ONLINE AND OFFLINE 

COUNTERFEITING OF 

TEXTILES, CLOTHING, 

FOOTWEAR, 

HANDBAGS, WATCHES 

AND COSMETICS 

REACHED $98 BILLION 

IN 2018

LOOMIA CREATES 

ELECTRONIC 

LAYERS, THAT 

COULD BE 

SEWN INTO THE 

GARMENT
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Despite its initial success, albeit limited – several fashion brands have 
successfully piloted the technology in the last 3-4 years (all of which 
could be considered front-runners) blockchain in fashion faces its 
own issues that impact the speed and efficacy of this new technology 
deployment. 

One of the biggest obstacles is that there is no unified standard for the 
various applications of blockchain in fashion (as well as other industries 
for this matter), development that is not surprising given that blockchain 
overall is in its early stages. Lack of a unified fundament resulted in the 
fact that most of the companies teamed up with different developers to 
solve their issues, fueling competition for solutions and clients.

Microsoft, IBM, and Facebook are competing with numerous start- ups, 
such as Everledger, Provenance and Airanee, for future dominance in 
blockchain fashion. For example, in diamond industry IBM’s TrustChain 
is leading comparable effort to Tracr’s solution, developed together 
with DeBeers and BCG.  Microsoft’s AURA, French Arianee (protocol 
aimed at fashion companies with an ambitious goal to build repository 
of global luxury assets by 2020) in collaboration with Lukso (Germany-
based blockchain platform), Facebook’s LIBRA, Provenance and others, 
all aim to cover authenticity and traceability aspect and become the 
major solution deployed by majority of the fashion brands. Yet all 
these developers work on their platforms separately. With current 
developments, one might hypothesize future demand for blockchain 
interoperability in fashion. 

Existing dynamics of having numerous disjointed initiatives might appear 
counterproductive - use case of Walmart and IBM in food distribution 
(> 15 big retailers joined the team with more to projected to participate) 
demonstrates that one platform is entirely capable of serving the needs 
of entire industry. Therefore, one single, unified solution implemented 
by all fashion industry participants desiring the technology seems like a 
cost efficient and logic way out.

Yet there might be a good explanation why the brands desire their 
own, separate creations. Gathering under an umbrella of one solution 
means collaboration on a broader level and sharing sensitive data – 
something fashion companies are not historically famous for due to 
steep competition, so everyone has its own “little empire”. 

But, most importantly, having one solution might result in having one 
company as a centralized point of decision making. Some brands 
obviously see it as a negative trait because, if not reaping the brands of 
their managerial power, it is diminishing the whole point of blockchain 
– the decentralization.

Apart from having a lot of options to choose from, with little guidance 
on what might be an optimal choice for a particular brand, fashion 
companies complained about the high upfront cost of piloting, especially 
for smaller brands, and a steep learning curve in terms of technical 
jargon.

Above reasons force some companies to stay away 
from blockchain for the time being. For example, luxury 
consignment store, Vestiaire Collective, decided against 
blockchain for the above reasons: “We need the brands to 
evolve in order to build synergy in the way they work and 
expand data sharing,” chief executive Max Bittner said. 
But the brand might reconsider this decision if the industry 
becomes more collaborative.

Another complication that should be mentioned and is 
applicable to blockchain overall, is that as long as what is 
stored on the blockchain is practically unforgeable, there 
could still be accidental or deliberate errors when the information is 
logged – a person responsible for information input could still enter false 
details about ethicality of the manufacturer or total quantity produced, 
something that could be called weak point displacement. Erroneous or 
corrupted data as input will be treated perfectly, but the gate, the link 
with the real world is the weak point.

With regards to overall dynamics, predictions are that high end brands 
will be front runners, and department stores are predicted to follow suit 
once the technology is more established. 

In terms of blockchain in fashion revenue dynamics, luxury brands and 
retailers represent the bulk of it – such giants as LVMH, Farfetch, De 
Beers have piloted the technology. But fast fashion slowly picks up – 
Arket, part of the H&M group, teamed up with VeChain to improve 
traceability along its supply chain. We expect more collaborations to 
come within fast fashion, as it grows increasingly unpopular among 
younger customers due to perception of overconsumption. 

Collaboration that has most magnitude is that of Facebook’s LIBRA, 
Farfetch, and more than 100 other companies from various industries, 
Uber, Ebay, Mastercard, PayPal, and Spotify to name a few. One of the 
features it is offering, apart from product authentication and life cycle 
transparency, is cross-border payments. Alibaba also boasts of cross-
border payments options, but their in-home solution for their Luxury 
Pavilion is highly selective and “invitation only”, whereas Facebook 
could leverage its 2.7 billion subscribers base. It should be mentioned 
that this collaboration has real chance in encouraging the industry to 

THE WORLD WILL BE 

BLOCKCHAINIFIED 

IN THE NEXT TEN 

YEARS, ONE WAY  

OR ANOTHER

- Fabian VogelsTeller, 

cTo aT lukso
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fully implement the technology due to Farfetch’s 
interactions with various brands. The project is set 
to launch in 2020. 

The danger LIBRA is facing is the mistrust from 
current and potential participants with regards 
to the previous information-related misconduct 
surrounding Facebook.

More distant future seems to be ever more 
demanding for blockchain, asking for bigger 
application scope. We think there will be more use 
cases, potentially inspired by other industries, such 
as tracking sales and royalty payments – something 
similar to Microsoft and Xbox royalties solution. Or 
using blockchain as a customer service, allowing 
consumers to submit requests or complaints. 

We should mention that blockchain has a potential, 
yet distant threat from another promising technology 
- quantum computers. Based on principles of 
quantum physics and higher math, quantum 
computers obtain computation speeds much higher 

than those of current 
computers, what will 
potentially allow 
to hack encryption 
of the blockchain 
much faster, making 
blockchain highly 
vulnerable. But let’s 
hope that blockchain 
encryption gets 
more sophisticated 
by the time quantum 
computers truly 
come to live.

CONCLUSION

Consumer practices are shifting, consumers 
demand more information about the product, 
greater transparency and authenticity across the 
supply chain. Blockchain is one of the solutions 
brands are testing in order to fill this void of trust 
in the supply chain. At the same time, blockchain is 
not limited to supply chain only, the technology was 

also successfully tested in several non-supply chain 
fashion collaborations discussed in this report, 
however the number of use cases remains limited as 
of now.

Therefore, there is demand for the technology and 
several successful blockchain pilots discussed in this 
report prove just that.

But current developers face almost a vicious loop 
of obstacles (solvable in our opinion), in which both 
developers and brands are waiting for others to take 
a step forward. Various IT companies developed 
multiple options for fashion brands to deploy and 
are in constant need for new adopters to truly 
flourish and benefit the industry. Fashion brands, 
in turn, are concerned with lack of collaboration 
among the brands and are waiting for a couple of 
leaders to emerge, at the same time fearing that a 
strong leader in the coalition might dictate its own 
rules. 

We see future developments along the lines of 
blockchain interoperability solutions or building 
bigger coalitions – exactly what is happening in 
the diamond industry. For this to happen, current 
solution architects may want to focus on offering 
a broader number of functionalities and a bigger 
scope of applications, not limiting themselves mostly 
to supply chains. 

As there has been initial success in the technology 
piloting, we hope to see more use cases on a 
bigger scale. Should this happen, we expect future 
use cases to potentially revolve around inventory 
management, time reduction, payment optimization, 
digital identities management, smart contracts, 
customer experience, and others. 

AS FOR BLOCKCHAIN WE 

DON’T YET KNOW WHAT 

WE’RE GOING TO BE 

EXCHANGING. IT COULD BE 

ANYTHING FROM DIGITAL 

CURRENCY TO MEDICAL 

RECORDS TO SOMETHING 

WE HAVE YET TO IMAGINE

- ken seiFF, VenTure capiTalisT
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APPENDIX
USE CASES DISCRIPTION5

Participants

Quick facts

To trace the provenance of finished pieces of diamonds/jewelry across the supply chain for 
increased transparency

TrustChainTM Initiative, aimed at verifying quality and source of the jewelry

IBM

Established NA
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

1

Global Diamonds
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

> 15 BN

Multiple Diamond Producers

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Ethical Supply 
chain

Under 
Development

Participants

Quick facts

To improve traceability within the diamond industry

Tracr, an industry-wide distributed traceability platform developed for the diamond industry

Tracr

Start-up 30
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

2

Ethical Supply 
chain Global Diamonds

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

> 15 BN

Multiple Diamond Producers

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched
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Participants

Quick facts

To seamlessly and securely track gemstone origin, and provide greater consumer assurance 
for responsible practices

Solution that will be integrated with the supply chain to securely track gemstone origin and 
provide greater consumer assurance for responsible practices.

Blockchain Developer

Everledger

Start-up 40
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

3

Ethical Supply 
chain US Diamonds

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

30 M

Blockchain Consumer

Brilliant Earth

Launched

Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

4

To eliminate blood diamonds using blockchain technology as a tool

Solution that is able to trace a diamond’s entire journey from sourcing to finished jewelry, 
allowing customers to receive both traceability and secure grading information via a single 
digital platform

Launched

Ethical Supply 
Chain

Everledger

Start-up 40
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

China Diamonds
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

8 BN

Chow Tai Fook

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

5

To give customers the assurance that their purchase is ethically sourced and is sustainable

Solution that ensures that the journey taken by the diamond from mine to the consumer is 
tracked and available in a secured, unmodifiable and transparent manner.

Everledger

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

40Start-up UK Diamonds
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

<1 M

Taylor & Hart

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Ethical Supply 
chain

Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

6

To establish communication with the customers through BC technology

Solution which could communicate with an app on the customer’s phone to tell the “story” of 
the garment, allowing to interact with the product, adding their own photographs, videos or 
personalized messages, which can then be accessed through the chip

Ethical Supply 
chain

VeChain

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Blockchain Developer

15Start-up China Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

< 1 M

Blockchain Consumer

Babyghost

Launched
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

7

To secure product data traceability across the value chain

Successful pilot for one product item, the solution allows to scan the item and see the 
description of 

Ethical Supply 
chain

VeChain 

15
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Start-up Sweden Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

30 M

Arket (H&M Group)

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Participants

Quick facts

To provide the diamonds certificate of authenticity on blockchain

Bonafi’s solution tracks all items in the supply chain and makes the data readily available to 
consumers

Bonafi (formerly Group Project)

Start-up 10
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

8

US Diamonds
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

15 M

Kobelli

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Ethical Supply 
chain
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

9

To become more sustainable and add more engaging stories into her product, of which 
60% will include Provenance's technology

Solution that allows the company to be confident in their supply chain - for e.g., chrome-
free leather, a less toxic tanning process which helps protect workers and water supplies, 
which is handwoven by a collective of refugee craftspeople in Turkey in partnership with 
NGO Small Project Istanbul

Provenance

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

30Start-up UK Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

5 M

M-Woven

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Ethical Supply 
chain

Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

10

To increase transparency in the fashion industry

Solution that allowed to track the world’s first garment with a unique ID holding location 
mapping, content and timestamps from every step of the production

Provenance

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

30Start-up UK Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

<1 M

Martine Jarlgaard

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Ethical Supply 
chain
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

11

To ensure fair working conditions that support the local community

In the six months since launching with Provenance, Fuchsia experienced a 45% improvement in 
online engagement with their shoppers and a 31% increase in sales conversion. More sales of 
Fuchsia shoes means more empowered fairly paid workers in Pakistan.

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Pakistan Shoes
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

<1 M

Fuchsia

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Ethical Supply 
chain

Provenance

30Start-up

Participants

Quick facts

To create a more ethically transparent supply chain

A solution that will allow to track the course traveled by the item from its creation to the point 
of sale, including apparel’s production location, date and raw materials 

Iota

Start-up NA
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

12

Italy Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

1 M

Alyx Studio

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Under 
Development

Ethical Supply 
chain
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Participants

Quick facts

To access the product history and proof of authenticity of luxury goods — from  raw 
materials to the point of sale, all the way to second-hand markets

AURA, a platform that allows tracking and tracing products from its raw materials to the 
point of sale and beyond, allowing the customers to buy authentic brands on the 
secondhand markets

Microsoft, ConsenSys 

Established NA
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

13

Launched

Fighting 
Counterfeight France Luxury

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

> 15 BN

LVMH (Louis Vuitton, Dior Parfums)

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Participants

Quick facts

To enhance consumer confidence and create trust and transparency for cross-border trade 
across Alibaba’s Tmall Global platform

Tmall Luxury Pavilion, a solution that can record raw materials used, circulation, marketing 
processes. These data points are then included into each item’s unique blockchain identifier, 
with the digital signature and timestamp for query and verification purposes

Alibaba

Established NA
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

14

Launched

Fighting 
Counterfeight China Luxury

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

> 15 BN

Alibaba

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer
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Participants

Quick facts

To improve intellectual property protection, increase transparency throughout the supply 
chain and product life cycle and, enable global, frictionless e-commerce

Under Development

Libra

Established NA
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

16

Under 
Development

Fighting 
Counterfeight UK Luxury

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

> 15 BN

Farfetch

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Participants

Quick facts

To prevent counterfeit products, prevent them from being sold on unofficial markets / channels, 
to monitor their products in real time

1TrueID solution, the new electronic identification of the shirts is expected to allow every 
authorized retailer to access, through smartphones and tablets, the history of each customer's 
order, technical data and any other useful detail, as well as program the next order completely 
digitally

1TrueID

Start-up 30
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

15

Italy Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

<1 M

Alessandro Gherardi

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Fighting 
Counterfeight
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

17

To verify the Authenticity and Proof of Origin of SBTG shoe lines

Solution that allows the consumer to scan the shoe and see photos of the shoes being sewn 
with the NFC chips and a video with a private message from SBTG all stored on the 
immutable VeChainThor Blockchain.

VeChain

15
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Start-up Singapore Shoes
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

< 1 M

SBTG Surplus & Co

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Fighting 
Counterfeight

Launched

Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

18

To fight shoes counterfeight products

A System that allows to track the status of every pair of the shoes, whether the specific pair 
of shoes has been sold out or not.

Chronicled

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

45Start-up US Shoes
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

6 M

GREATS

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Fighting 
Counterfeight

Launched
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

19

To Be Updated

To Be Updated

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

To Be Updated

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Under 
Development

Fighting 
Counterfeight

Brandzledger

20Start-up

Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

20

To Be Updated

To Be Updated

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

To Be Updated

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Under 
Development

Lukso, Arianee

NAStart-up
Fighting 

Counterfeight
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

22

To find a way for users to sell their own data without involving a middle party

LOOMIA TILE, a solution that allows a device, stitched into the seams of clothing and 
connected to sensors to gather information and store information as the item is worn. Brands 
will then be able to pay users for their data in LOOMIA’s cryptocurrency tokens.

Launched

Data 
Monetization

Loomia

Developing 10
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

US Sports 
Apparel

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

1.6 BN

L.L.Bean

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Participants

Quick facts

To “offer tools that allow brands to give extra functionality to their products and give 
consumers delight and joy” and to find a way for users to sell their own data without 
involving a middle party

Women’s self-heating jacket, with a Loomia Electronic Layer, providing heat in cold 
weather; it also collects data pertaining to temperature and motion data

Loomia

Developing 10
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

21

US Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

NA

Loomia

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Data 
Monetization
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Participants

Quick facts

Goal

Result

24

To track the industry’s excess fabric, enabling it to be easily identified and resold

An online sustainable materials marketplace for the fashion and lifestyle industries

Queen of Raw

IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

10Start-up UK Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

0.5 M

Multiple Consumers (Marketplace)

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Launched

Overall Waste 
Reduction

Participants

Quick facts

To make fashion circular

Social Circular Fashion platform which bridges first-hand and second-hand markets and 
rewards recycling, both businesses and individuals can easily manage to a new closed-loop 
shopping system

Lablaco

Start-up 30
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

23

Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

To Be Updated

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Under 
Development

Overall Waste 
Reduction
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Participants

Quick facts

To address issues related to health, financial security and gender equality of the company's 
staff

Worker Well-being (WWB) program set to improve the lives of employees who make 
produce cpmpany's products around the world. 

Consensys

Developing NA
IT company maturity Team size Industry penetration

Goal

Result

25

US Apparel
Headquarters Est. RevenueIndustry

6 BN

Levi Strauss & Co.

Blockchain Developer Blockchain Consumer

Employees 
Wellbeing

Launched
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